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1. Introduction 
The well-known Kalman filter is an optimal linear recursive digital data processing scheme 
and is widely used in practice. However, it has certain disadvantages such as the complexity in 
calculations and has, therefore, somewhat limited applications, especially when colored noise 
input is considered. In real-time tracking, for example, it is usually necessary to sacrifice 
optimality for physical feasibility and to use the third order linear predictor-corrector filter, or 
commonly known as the a-p-y filter instead. In this paper, we discuss a near-optimal linear 
recursive digital tracking filter with colored input. When white noise input processes are 
considered, this filter was discussed in [3] and is obtained, following an idea of Green and 
Shepherd of White Sands Missile Range [4], by choosing the gain matrix as the limit of the 
sequence of Kalman gain matrices. Here, we treat the colored noise input by using an augmented 
system. As is well known, this may lead to a singular error covariance matrix when Kalman 
filtering processes are considered (cf. [7]). One of the advantages of our near-optimal linear 
digital tracking filter is that the singularity of the error covariance matrix can be avoided entirely 
by choosing appropriate parameters. Another advantage. is its simplicity in calculation and 
application. Since its tracking performance is near-optimal in dealing with large sample sizes and 
will be seen to be independent of the sampling time, and since it applies both to white and 
colored noise input processes very efficiently, it is hoped that the near-optimal filter discussed in 
this paper, which is a generalization of that in [3], will attract the attention of both researchers 
and practitioners in the areas of optimal control and signal processing, particularly digital filters 
design and real-time tracking. 
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China. 
** The research of this author was supported by the U.S. Army Research Office under Contract No. DAAG 
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2. Preliminaries 
Let xk, zk denote the state and observation vectors at the kth instance, and @, H the state 
transition and measurement matrices, respectively. Then the corresponding discrete-time system 
with dynamic and observation noises 
uk=G+-,+&, (2.1) 
ok= Fvk-, +Q (2.2) 
respectively, where u,, - N(0, a*) and v,, - N(0, r*) is given by the time-invariant state-space 
equations: 
i 
xk+l = @-$ + Ukr 
zk = HTxk + v,. 
(2.3) 
Here, and throughout, the superscript T denotes matrix transposition. When white noise 
processes are considered, then both the matrices G and F in (2.1) and (2.2) respectively are zero 
matrices. Furthermore, the white noises (k and qk satisfy 
E&t; = @S,,, Eqi7jr = RiSij and E&q; = 0 
and, as usual, we also assume: 
Ex,=X,, Var x,, = P,,, Ex,u~ = 0, Ex,,vl = 0, 
Ex& = 0, Ex,,rjl= 0, Eu& = 0, Eu,$ = 0, 
EqlkT = 0, Ev,,$ = 0 and Euot$ = 0. 
By setting the vectors 
xk 
xk = l(k , [I Sk = vk 
and the matrices @ I 0 
q = [ 0 G 0 0, 1 F 
the system of state-space equations (2.3) becomes 
i 
X k+l = @cxk+ck, 
zk = HcTXk. 
If =k,k-l denotes the error covariance matrix associated with the estimate 
(2.4) 
Yk,,+~ =E[xk I&-.-,Zk-11, 
then it can be calculated recursively by using the discrete-time Riccati equation 
(2.5) 
t: k+l/k = ‘c[‘k,k-1 - ‘k,k-lHc( H:2k,k-I c H )-‘H,TB,,k-,]@- + Q, (2.6) 
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with 
The Kalman gain matrix at the k th instance is then given by 
K, = @&&J&( H:z,,,_,H,)-‘. (2.7) 
provided that the inverse matrix (H,’ .ECk,k_ ,H,)-’ exists. Thus, we have the well-known Kalman 
filter equations 
Y k+l/k =(@c-KkH,T)Yk,k-,+Kk:k (2.8) 
with YO,_, = [XT, O’, OTIT. Letting Yk = Yk,k = E[X, /co,. . . . zk-], we have also the well-known 
relationship 
Y k+l/k = !DCYk. (2.9) 
As usual, we will say that the pair [QC, II,] of matrices in (2.4) is completely detectable if the 
corresponding pair [CDT, If,] is completely stabilizable; that is, whenever HTg = 0 and QCg = Xg 
for some constant X, we must have g = 0 or 1 X 1 < 1, (cf. [l]). 
The following result is analogous to that in [1,5]. 
Lemma 1. Let [ Qc,, H,] be completely, detectable and [ !PC, S] completely stabilizable for any S \cith 
SST = Q,. Then for any nonnegative definite symmetric initial condition zk,/k,,_ ,, the limit as 
k + 00 of ‘k+l,k exists. Furthermore, this limit _ZC is independent of ZlkO,k,,_, and satisfies the 
steady-state discrete-time Riccati equation 
Z,=~~[~,-r,H,(H,TB,H,)-‘H,T~,]~~+Q,. (2.10) 
We remark here that the existence of the inverse matrix in the Riccati equation is required in 
the above lemma. Thus, for any nonnegative definite initial condition ZkO,k,,_,, the sequence of 
Kalman gain matrices K,, k = k,, k, + 1,. . . , converges to some matrix K, defined by 
K, = @$E,H,( H,TZ,H,)-I, (2.11) 
which is independent of the initial condition Zlk,,k,_,. We will call K, the limiting Kalman gain 
matrix and the corresponding constant gain filter 
Y k+l/k =(~~-K,H~)Y,,,_,+K,Z,, 
Y O/-l = OT, OTIT and Yk+,/k = @CYk, 
(2.12) 
the associated limiting Kalman filter. Since the Kalman filter is an optimal recursive data 
processing algorithm, we will say that the limiting Kalman filter is a near-optimal linear digital 
filter. The idea of working with the possible limits of sequences of Kalman gains should be 
credited to Green and Shepherd [4], and the limiting Kalman filter was introduced and studied in 
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some detail for white noise processes in [3]. Furthermore, if the state transition matrix is 
nonsingular, then the near-optimal filter described here can also be expressed by 
Y k+l = @$-k + ( @c-1K,)(zk+l - H,TQi,Yk), k = -1, 0, I,..., (2.13) 
with Y_, = a,-‘[Xi, OT, OTIT. Ob viously, the near-optimal filter is a good approximation to the 
optimal Kalman filter for large values of k and is far simpler to apply than the Kalman filter. 
3. Existence of near-optimal linear tracking filters 
For practical purposes, we only study the important model of a tracking filter where the state 
transition matrix relates the position, velocity, and acceleration components of the state vector 
from its kth instance to its (k + 1)st instance with sampling time h > 0, and only position 
observations are given. Hence, when white and colored (non-white) noise inputs are considered, 
@ and H become 
q = 
I- 
CD, I 0 
L 1 0 GO and H, = 0 0 F 
L 
respectively, Here, G and F are the matrices that describe the colored noise process given in (2.1) 
and (2.2), and as usual, we write the covariance matrices Q and R in (2.4) as ..- .. .. 
and R=[u,,,] 
where up, uV, ua > 0 and u, > 0 are stochastic parameters representing position, velocity, acceler- 
ation, and position measurement respectively. We have the following result. 
Lemma 2. Suppose that the eigenvalues of the matrices G and F are of absolute value less than 1. 
Then the pairs [ @,, H,] and [ Qc, H,] are both compleltely detectable, and a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the pairs [ Qw, S] and [ QC,, SC] to be completely stabilizable for any S and SC 
satisfying SST = Q and S,S,’ = Q, is that a, is nonzero. 
Proof. The special case where G = F = 0, that is, the case of white noise input processes, was 
verified in [3]. Suppose now that the eigenvalues of G and F are of absolute value less than 1. 
Let 
i 
H;g = 0, 
@& = Ag, 
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where g=[g,,..., g,lT. If 1 X 1 < 1 or g = 0, the proof is completed. Suppose that 1 h ( >, 1 and 
g f 0. From the equality Fg, = Xg,, we must have g, = 0. Then from the equality IfTg = g, + g, 
= 0, we also have g, = 0. A simple calculation shows that g, = g, = 0. Thus, 
g4 g4 
G g, = X g, 
[I [I . g6 g6 
Since g f 0, we must have [g4, g,, g61T # 0. But then X is an eigenvalue of G and hence is of 
absolute value less than 1, and contradicts the hypothesis that 1 X 1 2 1. That is, we have either 
g=Oor IX] cl, so that the pair [Qcp,, H,] is completely detectable. 
To discuss the complete stabilizability of the pair [ Qc,, SC] with S,S,’ = Q,, let us first assume 
that a, # 0. Set 
i 
s:g=o, 
@,‘g = xg, 
where g is as above. It can be shown that if g + 0, then we must have I X 1 < 1 and hence the 
proof is achieved. If X f 1, then from the equality 
where I_L is an eigenvalue of G, satisfying I p I < 1. Since u, # 0, from S,‘s = 0 we have \/;;;;g, = 0 
so that g, = 0. Thus, g, = 0. By using the equality 
once again, we also have g, = g, = g3 = 0. That is, @Tg = Xg becomes 
and Fg, = Xg,. 
Since g f 0 and the eigenvalues of G and F are both of absolute value less than 1, we must have 
I h I -Z 1 and the necessary condition of the lemma is established. 
Conversely, suppose that a, = 0. Set g = [0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 01’ and 
&=diag[O, O,O, 6, &, 0, ~1. 
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Then S,S,’ = Q, and Szg = 0. It is also obvious that @,‘g = g. Therefore, the pair [ Qc,, So] is not 
completely stabilizable, and the sufficiency is also established. •I 
By combining Lemmas 1 and 2, the following result can be derived by using a simple 
calculation. 
Theorem 1. Let the dynamic and observation colored noises uk and u, in (2.1) and (2.2) be 
zero-mean stationary such that the eigenvalues of G and F are of absolute value less than 1. Then, if 
ua # 0, the discrete time system 
i 
xk+l = @x, + Uk, 
zk=HTxk+vk, 
(3.1) 
admits a near-optimal digital tracking filter 
Y k+l/k = [@c - KcH:] ‘k/k-l + Kczk (3.2) 
with 
X0 
Y O/-l = 0 i-1 9 Y k+l/k = @$k= @cEIXkI&,,...,zk] 0 
where the limiting Kalman gain matrix KC is given by 
KC = QC2,HC( H,T&H,)-’ = u~,‘@J’,H, 
and the limiting error covariance matrix 2:, satisfies the Riccati equation 
x,=@C[z,- o&%LJ,l@: + Qc 
with 
‘C = [ ‘ij]7x7’ 0O.C = 011 + 017 + 071 + 077 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
and 
When white noise input is considered, we certainly do not have to assume anything on the 
(zero) matrices G and F, and Lemmas 1 and 2 imply that a near-optimal constant gain digital 
tracking filter always exists. In this case, the corresponding Riccati equation will be reduced to 
be 
&= @&,- uoT,%U:,] @: + Q 
with 
XV = [&y 0O.W = fJll +  u, 
and 
1 0 0 
L,= 
[ 1 0 0 0. 0 0 0 
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Finally, we remark that the assumption on the eigenvalues of G and F in Lemma 2 and the 
above theorem is not very restrictive. We mention the following possibly well-known proposition, 
a proof of which is included for completeness. 
Proposition 1. If the dynamic and observation colored noises uk and u, in (2.1) and (2.2) are 
zero-mean stationary with diagonal matrices G and F, then the eigenvalues (or diagonal entries) of 
G and F are all of absolute value less than 1. 
Proof. By a usual decomposition of diagonal matrices, it suffices to prove the proposition for one 
by one matrices G and F. Set F = [r]. Since the colored noise (2.2) is zero-mean stationary, 
u, = vk and q, = qk have spectral resolutions 
and 
/ 
n 
Vk = eikh dF,( A) 
--n 
J 
n 
vk = eikX dF,(X), 
--71 
respectively, where F,(h) and F,(X) are the spectral functions of the corresponding noise 
processes. By substituting qk and 
J 
n 
ok - rvk_, = eik”(l -r emi’) dF,(X) 
--?I 
into the identity from (2.2) 
we have 
J 
71 
eilX 11 _ r e-ii 2 1 
--n 
d&(h) = /” ei” dF,(X) = /” eilAgdh 
--n --n 
(3.5) 
due to the fact that for white noise 71 we have dF,( A) = (ai/27r) dX. 
Let F,‘(h) be the absolutely continuous part of F,(h) and f(X) dh = d F,‘( A). We then have 
J 
n 
ei'* I1 - r e -ix12 d(F,(X) -F,“(X)) =O, 
--n 
and since I is arbitrary, (3.5) yields 
Il-re -ix I Zf (A) = 4/2T 5 0, 
\ 
so that 
f(X)=(a~/277)J1-re-i”I-2. 
Since qk is independent of vk_rr.. . , q. and hence is independent 
E{(vk+, - rvk)io} = J7 eiCk+‘)‘(l - r eei”) dF,(h) = 0, 
--n 
(3.6) 
of v. (Evoke = 0), we have 
k> 1. 
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Hence, from (3.6), we obtain 
o= 
J 
71 ei(k+l)A(l 
-r eei”) dF,(X) 
--n 
I 
7r = ei(k+l)h 1 _ r e-ih 
( 
--n 
)f(h) dX + /7 eitk+‘jA(l -r emi”) d(F,(h) - F:(X)) 
/ 
n = ei(k+l)X 1 _ r e-iX 
( )((7:/271) ]I 1r e-” ]-2 dX 
e-2= n 
=m 
/ 2n --n 
ei(k+l)A 1 _ ,. ,i”)-’ djj ( 
- a: 
/ 
Zk 
2ai 
-dz. 
,r,=t 1 --rz 
This shows that zk/(l - TZ) is analytic in the unit disc so that 1 r 1 < 1. 
By a similar argument, we can also prove that the eigenvalues (or diagonal entries) of G are 
also of absolute value less than 1. 0 
4. Criteria for a colored noise input a-/3-y filter to be a near-optimal linear tracking filter 
We now introduce the notion of near-optimality of a colored noise input a-/I-y filter. First of 
all, we observe that the near-optimal inear tracking filter (3.2) can be written as 
with 
Y k+l = @cyk + [ @c-lKc](zk+, - H:@cyk) (4.1) 
X0 
r,=q-’ 0 , 
[i 0 
where QCYk is the predictor and [ @; ‘K,](zk+ 1 - HJQcYk) the corrector. Then, analogous to the 
definition for a white noise input third order linear predictor-corrector digital filter [3], or 
commonly known as the a-P-y filter, a colored noise input a-p-y filter can be described by 
Y k+l = @cyk + %(Zk+l - H:‘C,Y,) (4.2) 
with 
Y_, = q- ‘[il and K=[! 
’ II 
P% 
= 
v/h2 
u 
8 
where U and 8 are stochastic vector parameters. Let 
&=[:I and y=[kl=@;‘&= 
@i’ (I- Qz,')G-' 0 
0 G-l 0 
0 0 F-l 
1 9 
Kw I[ IK” ’ K” 
I_ 
On the other hand, letting 
-q = 
1 
-%i 212 =13 
x2 -% =23 
-z -% =:,, 
we have from (3.4) that 
u 
e 1 
, 
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where K, is the Kalman gain of the corresponding white noise input (~-p-y filter, and K,, K, 
are gain parameters. It follows that a near-optimal linear tracking filter (4.1) is a (colored noise 
input) (~-/3-y filter by picking 
W= a”/h . [ 1 (4.3) y/h2 
In other words, a colored noise input (~-p-y filter will be said to be near-optimal if 
where 
(4.4) 
[ 
1 0 0 
A,, = ET2 0 0 0 1 E:,, + 2,, [ 1 0 O] Z,, + 2T2 
0 0 0 
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and it follows from (3.3) that 
(4.5) 
Thus, we can also conclude that if the near-optimal linear tracking filter becomes an (u-/3-y filter, 
then 
w= [a, /3/h, Y/h2]T=~~cl[~~‘Kw+(I-~w1)G-1Ku] 
(4.6) 
This gives the following result: 
Theorem 2. The colored noise input a-&y filter (4.2) for the system (3.1) is a near-optimal linear 
tracking filter if and only if equations (4.3)-(4.6) hold and have a nonnegative definite solution 2,. 
In order to obtain concise conditions for some specific cases, let us first consider a simpler 
case where G = 0 and F = [r] f 0, i.e., the dynamic noise is white but the observation noise is 
colored. This is the most important and useful model in applications and has been discussed by 
many authors since it is usually possible to determine the matrix [r] by examining the instrument 
used for observation. In this case, the near-optimal linear tracking filter becomes 
with 
Y k+l = @cyk + [@c-‘K,](zk+, - Hc%yk) (4.7) 
Y-4 = q-1 x0 1 1 0 ’ 
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where we use the notation 
Y 
xk+l 
k+l = [ 1 “k.,l 
and the limiting Kalman gain matrix becomes 
with uoC = uI1 + 2u,, + uM and the error covariance matrix 
satisfying the Riccati equation 
2, = @= [ 2, - %,‘8,~,~,1 @T + Q, 
with 
r1 0 0 1 
L=O I 0 0 0 
c 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 
Letting 
 . 9 Q,=[f ;]= 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
uP 0 0 0 
0 (3, 0 0 
0 0 * ua 0 
0 0 0 urn 1 
W P/h 
WC = “I J e = y/j,2 = e (4.10) 
the near-optimal linear tracking filter becomes an c+y filter. Since the extra stochastic 
parameter 0 can also be controlled according to the measurement noise input, we will call this an 
a-p-y-8 digital tracking filter. 
Now, (4.9) can be decomposed as 
(4.11) 
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where 
and 
1 0 0 
A,,=-gz [ 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
1 &+21~Jloo]z1~~+.g~ 
From (4.8) and (4.10) we have 
1 [I 0 -%, + -GA*. 0 
(4.12) 
Thus, we obtain from the third equation in (4.11) that 
(1 - ‘*)u~ = R - a;;( u14 + a,)*r* = u, - ~,,~~‘r’, 
and from the second equation in (4.11) that 
I U14 ‘24 U34
u er a - b/b - 1) + 0 - rh/W - 4’ 
0.c - 
r- 1 P/h-y/h+ 1) 
I 
. (4.14) 
y/h* 
From (4.12) and (4.14) we also have 
[li,j-[~zj~kJ 
[ 
(r-1-8r)a+Brj3/(r-1)-8r(r+l)y/2(r-l) 
_ oo.c 
1 WWr- 
1 - 0r)p + Bry/(r - 1)) 1 , (4.15) r- (l/h*)( r - 1 - 0r)y 
and from the first equation of (4.11), it follows that 
and 
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[ Qh* h 1 h 01 0 1  
+ 
011 u12 u13 i’ 1 u12 u22 u23 u13 u23 43 
u,, +2hu,, + h2u,, +h2u +h3u +‘h4u 22 23 4 33 0~2 + hu,, + hu22 + $h2~23 + ih3u33 u,~ + ho,, + jh2u3, 
= u,~ + ha,, + ha,, +$t2u2, + fh3u3, u22 +2hu23 + h2u,, 423 + hu33 
u,~ + ho,, + +h2u,, u23 + hu33 (733 
(a+b2)+Y(o:+P+aY, (l/h)(aa+av+B’+tPu+iv’) (y/h’)(a+P+iv) 
(l/h)(ap+av+P'+tP~+t~~) (Vh2)(P + v)’ (y/h3)(P+ Y)
(y/h’)(o:+B+iy) (Y/h3)(P + Y) y2/h4 
up 0 0 
+ [ 
0 a, 0 I . 0 0 ua 
Thus, using the identities on a,,, u23, u2*, q3, u12, and q,, we have 
uo,, = (h4,‘Y2)ua, 
033 = (l/m + Y)% 
%3 = (h/2Y*)P(P + Y)u, - u,/2h, 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
q1 + 2~5, + a, = 
h4(B+d2 h 
y3(2a + 2/3 + y) aa - y(2a + 2P + Y )uv’ 
(4.19) 
(713 + 022 = (h2/4y2)(4a + P>(P + u>ua + iu,, (4.20) 
and 
2hu12 + h2u,, + h2u2, = i(h4/y2)(4a2 + 8a/3 + 2p2 + 4ay + py)u, + th2uV - up. 
(4.21) 
From (4.13) it also follows that 
(Ill + 201, + 1 - ( $+b=j$. (4.22) 
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Combining (4.19) and (4.22) we obtain 
h4e2r2( p + y)2 h2e2r2 1 
u44= (r2-qY3(20L+2p+Y)u~- (rZ-l)y(2a+2/3+y)uY- -lJ r?.- I “’ 
(4.23) 
Finally, from (4.21) and (4.15), it follows that 
h2 
u22 = 4y2(r- 1) 
(r-1)(4a2+8a~+2~‘+4~y+/3y-8P-4y) 
+4r0(2/3 + y) - ua + $7, - a,/h2. 
(4.24) 
To guarantee the existence of uO$ we must require from (4.19) and a,,, = ur, + 2u,, + a, that 
h2( j3 + ~)‘a, - y2uv > 0. From (4.13) we know that u, = h’( j3’ - 2cuy)uJy’. In addition, since 
ua is the variance matrix, a, > 0, and to satisfy the condition a, f 0 in Theorem 1, we must have 
a, > 0. Thus, combining the above information we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition 
(2a + 2p + y)y > 0 to guarantee the existence of a<>. and hence, to guarantee the existence of 
the limiting Kalman gain K, of the colored noise input near-optimal linear tracking filter. As is 
well known, an ordinary linear Kalman filter cannot in general be realized in colored noise input 
processes due to the possibility of the singularity of the Kalman gain matrices, and so one must 
either change its optimality or use two bits of data in each recursive instance, (cf. [7]). One of the 
advantages of the near-optimal linear tracking filter is that the singularity of the filter can be 
entirely avoided by choosing appropriate parameters CX, p, y and 8. Thus, it will give a very 
efficient performance for colored noise data processes. 
On the other hand, to guarantee the existence of a non-zero error covariance matrix Zc, we 
can simply require that u,, > 0 (or equivalently that one of the a,;, i = 2, 3, 4 is greater than 
zero). Thus by requiring u,,~ > 0, ui, > 0, a,; > 0, (i = 2, 3, 4), Z:, to be a nonnegative definite 
matrix and by using a simple calculation from (4.8)-(4.24), we obtain the following results. 
Theorem 3. Let G = 0, F = [r] # 0 and u, > 0. Then the zero-mean stationary colored noise input 
a-P-y digital tracking filter is a near-optimal Q-y-8 filter. if and only if the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
6) (2a + 2P + Y )Y ’ 0, 
(ii) (r-l)(t-l-re)a+rQI- $~:~ey>o, 
(iii) (4n+P)(/?+y)+3(/32-2uy)-4(r~r\-lfly)y>0, 
64 (P+v)y>O, 
(v) (r+l)(re+r-l)a+ r~~llJep+ r++~~~y-r2+l>0, 
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t--l-d 
(2a+2p+~b-- r_l P- 
h-8 
(r-l)2y ’ 1 
‘y_‘,‘)@+ ;jr~~~:y+r28’-r2+l , and 
r I 1 
(ix) the matrix 
I: = [ %,]4x4 
is a nonnegative definite symmetric matrix, with 
011 - = 5 
[ 
(r-1-er)a+ *Bp- ‘(‘+l) By , 
2(r - 1)2 1 
52 _ = &[(r- 1 -@t-)/3+ 5~1, 6,,= --&(r- 1-8r)y, 
re 
i 
P r+l 
(314 = r_l a--+ r-l 2(r-l)2Y ’ 1 
i722 = +(4a + p)( p + y) + a( p2 - 2ay) - 
(r-l-or) 
r-l Y1 
z23=(a++P)Y, 6224= -$+(/3- ‘), r-l 
f-8 
%=@+Y)Y. &= r_ lY1 
and 
044 - = & 
[ 
(r+l)(rB+r-l)a+ ‘I’_‘1’)Bp+ ~~r+-~~~y-r2+l . 
r 1 
From the above theorem we observe that although the limiting Kalman gain K, depends on 
the stochastic parameters up, u,, ua and u,,,, this dependence is only on the ratios uP/u,, q/u,,, 
and a,/~,.,,. Whenever the ratios are given, the appropriate parameters a, p, y and B satisfying 
the above conditions can always be found by using some numerical methods. Another important 
observation is that the existence of a near-optimal linear tracking filter is independent of the 
sampling time h > 0. These properties certainly facilitate the filter design procedure. 
We remark also that when G # 0, the method to obtain the above theorem also applies to yield 
an. analogous result. Since its statement is fairly complicated, we do not include it in this paper. 
On the other hand, when both G and F are zero, that is, when the input noise is white, the above 
theorem reduces to the following result obtained in [3]. 
Corollary 1. If G = F = 0, a,,., > 0 and a, > 0, then the white noise input a-p-y filter is near-optimal 
if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) 0 C a < 1, y > 0; 
(ii) fi < p Q a(a + fy)/(l - a); and, 
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Y Yb + 9) Y(P + Y) I 
is nonnegative definite. Furthermore, if the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are satisfied, then the 
stochastic parameters up, a,, a,, CT, that guarantee the near-optimality of the linear tracking filter 
must satisfy 
(iii) the matrix 
1 
; 
P Y 
P(a+P+ au)- M2+4 I++ ?iP) 
(iv) up/u, = ((Y* + CYP + +(~y - 2/3)/(1 - (Y), 
(v) %/Urn = (/3* - 2cuy)h-*/(l - cy), and 
(vi) a,/~,,, = y2hm4/(1 - CY). 
5. Analysis of cw-b-y-0 filters 
In this section, we again restrict ourselves to the important special case where G = 0. This 
means that a colored noise input a-,&y-8 filter has the gain matrix 
in order to be a near-optimal linear tracking filter. The filter equation, on the other hand, can be 
written as 
Y/C+1 = A& + z/C+1w, (5.1) 
where 
I 
1-a (I-cx)h ;(l--a)h* -cxr 
A= 
-P/h 1-p (I-+/3)h -/3r/h 
-y/h* - y/h 1 - fY - yr/h* ’ 
-9 - 8/h - $h* (1 - fI)r 1 
w = [a, /3/h, y/h*, 8]‘, and yk = [yk jk, j;,, vklT. Equation (5.1) can be obtained from (4.7) by 
setting [@,-i&1 = w. We now utilize the z-transform method to analyze this a-p-y-S filter 
equation. For convenience, we set zk = O,fork<Oandy,=jZ=j;,=v,=Ofork< -l.Thenif 
Z, Y,, Y,, Y, and I/ denote the z-transforms of { zk }, { yk }, { j, }, { j;, } and { vk} respectively, 
the filter equation (5.1) can be written in the z-domain as 
(5.4 
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The determinant of the coefficient matrix is given by 
det(zl-A) = z4+ [(P3)+/3++y-(e-l)r]z3 
+ [(3 - 2a) - p + +y + (3 - (Y - p - +y - 3e)r] z2 
+[(a-1)-(3-2a-~++y-3e)r]z+(l-~-B)r. 
Hence, by Cramer’s rule, we obtain 
(5.3) 
Y, = det(:;Z_a)o-T)[~z2+(~Y+~-2.)z+(~Y-p+a)l. 
Y, =- 
zz 
*(z-r)(pz-P+y), 
det(zl-A) h 
Y, = 
zz 
(z-1)2(z-~)y, and 
det(zl- A) h2 
(5 4 
(5 4 
(5.6) 
v= det(:f- A) (’ - lJ3’- (5.7) 
Also, the transfer functions Hi (j = 1, 2, 3, 4) satisfying 
I$= HjZ, j= 1, 2, 3, V= H4Z 
can be written as 
H,(z) = ~~jy_r~)[a+(~y+L?-2a)z-*+(iv_P+n)z-2], 
H2(z)= z2(z-1)(z-r)[~+(y_~)z-~] 
h det(zl-A) 
9 
H3(z)= z(z--)2(z-r)y, and 
h2 det(zI-_A) 
H,(Z) = 
Z(z-l)3 8 
det(zl-A) ’ 
(5 .g) 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
The inverse z-transforms enable us to uncouple the filter equations (5.1) to study the position, 
velocity, acceleration, a d noise estimate components separately. More specifically, we have the 
following 
Theorem 4. The @y-O digital tracking filter can be written as four uncoupled recursive digital 
filters : 
(i) yk = alyk_, + a,&_, + a3yk_3 + ad&, + azk + ( -2a - ra + P + iY)zk-I 
+ [CT - p + +y + (2a - @ - +y)r] zk_2 - (a - b + h)rzk-39 
(ii) jk = a&-t + a2jk_2 + a3yk-3 + a4_ik-4 
+(l/h){pZk-[(2+r)p-Ylzk_,+ [P-Y+(2P-Y)r]zk-2-(~-Y)rzk-3}~ 
(iii) j;, = atj;,_t + a&_2 + a&-3 + a4_?k_4 
+ (y/h’)[ Zk - (2 + y)Zk-l + (1 + 2r)Zkm2 - rzk-3] ? 
(iv) uk = aluk_l + a2uk-2 + a3uk_3 + a4uk__4 + e[ zk - 3zk-1 + 3zk-2 - Zk-3] 
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with the initial conditions y_,, j_,, j;_,, and UK,, where 
a, = -a - p - +y + (0 - l)r + 3, 
a,=2a+/3-iy+*(a+/?+iy+38-3)r-3, 
aJ= -a+(-2a-/3++y-38+3)r+l, 
a4 = (a + 0 - 1)r. 
We remark that the above theorem includes the white noise input result obtained in [3] and 
that the method works regardless of the near-optimality of the digital filter. 
Another advantage of studying the a-p-y-0 filter in the z-domain is that stability conditions in 
terms of the eigenvalues of A can be determined fairly easily. If we let X,, X,, X, be the 
eigenvalues of the matrix 
I 
l-a-6’ (1-a-O)h $(l-a-B)h2 
A= -P/h 1-P h - +Y 
I 
(5.12) 
-u/h2 - v/h 1 - fy 
and A = max( 1 A, 1, 1 A, 1, IX, I), then since I r I < 1, an analogous consideration as in [3] shows 
that the digital filter (5.1) is stable provided A < 1. That is, we have the following 
Proposition 2. Let y and 6’ be nonzero. Then the digital filter (5.1) is stable if and onb if 
A:=max(I&I, 1X21, IX,I)<l, h w ere Ai (i = 1, 2. 3) are the eigenvalues of the matrix 2 in 
(5.12). 
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